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of Henry Sidgwick, was opened in Cambridge itself with Anne
Clough (a sister of the poet) as its first head. In 1872 Girton
was removed to Cambridge. Oxford's turn came a little later;
Lady Margaret Hall was founded in 1878; both it and SoxnerviUe
College were opened in 1879. St. Hugh's dates from 1886; and
St. Hilda's was started in 1893 by Miss Beale as the Oxford end
of a teachers' training college which she had long been running
at Cheltenham. The members of these six bodies were not ad-
mitted as members of either university, but they were allowed to
attend lectures and take the degree examinations. After a while
a few began to appear high in the class lists. In 1887 Miss Agneta
Ramsay was placed above the Senior Classic at Cambridge, and
three years later Miss Philippa Fawcett was placed above the
Senior Wrangler.
For good or for evil, the movement conformed girls' and
women's education as closely as might be to the curricula, the
methods., and the organization which had grown up in England
for boys' and men's. The idea of developing any system more
distinctively feminine, with curricula and aims of its own, was
driven out of the field. It is true that in 1883 Thomas Holloway,
who had made a fortune by selling patent medicines and deter-
mined to devote it to philanthropy, was inspired by memories of
Tennyson's Princess to build Holloway College as the nucleus of
a separate residential women's university. It was a generous
initiative, but found no imitators; and the new institution, being
obliged to come under London University for its degree examina-
tions, had perforce to run its teaching programme into the usual
moulds.
However, the first problem of all education, male or female,
was at this period, it may be said, one of numbers. Before 1870
the majority of those who, in the interests of the community as
well as their own, required a certain standard of formal educa-
tion, were not getting it. Those whose needs were elementary
became, after 1870, the concern of the state. But higher educa-
tion was still left to institutions, endowed or other, which the
state did not bring into existence, and whose many gaps it made
few attempts to fill. Extremely little public money was spent
on anything but elementary schools. Yet before the seventies
neither the schools nor the universities in England afforded, for
example, any widely extended facilities for the study of those
sciences from which the industrial revolution had sprung, and

